
Cenocco Beauty CC-9058: Beautiful Legs-Painless Leg Shaver

Smooth, painless, comfortable shave. Palm-perfect design for superior control. 4 precision heads with 18-
Karat gold plating. Rechargeable and cordless. Safe on all skin types. Hypoallergenic and dermatologically
approved.

Manufacturer: Cenocco Beauty
Reference:CC-9058

Product Description and Specification
Removes hair instantly & Pain-free. Beautiful legs from  Cenocco Beauty is the new gold standard in instant, painless hair
removal for smooth beautiful legs. This is a magnificent hair remover that is proven to offer the best result, unlike the pain
and irritation that may come from waxing. A convenient and bright LED lights illuminate your skin and efficiently makes
that invisible hair visible for an optimum shaving action. The user-friendly design is created for an ergonomic purpose and
fit comfortably in the palm of your hand. Its efficiency provides no cuts and irritations that sometimes you can get from a
razor. This is perfect for legs, bikini area, ankles, underarms, or any area prone to getting cuts while shaving.  The precision
head is 18K gold plated and it is dermatologically approved and hypoallergenic so its safe to use for all types of skin. The
Cenocco Beautiful Legs is also portable, cordless and rechargeable so you can bring it with you anytime anywhere. And will
all those benefits, its luxurious look stand above the rest as it offers uniqueness and sophistication like no other leg shaver
can offer.

 

 



Features: 

A smooth, painless, comfortable shave  Palm perfect design for superior control 4 precision head with 18-Karat gold plated 
Rechargeable and cordless Safe on all skin types Precision heads are with 18K gold plate Ergonomic design makes handling
more efficient and effective Built-in LED lights for better visualization Deliver a smooth and close shave. Hypoallergenic
and dermatological approved Easy to use and convenient  

 

 

Specifications: 

Color: Gold, White Material: ABS, Stainless steel & 18k Plated Gold Product Dimension:  Max input: 5v=1A Net weight: 
Gross weight:  Carton Size:

 

 

Package Content:

1x unit of Cenocco Beauty: Beautiful Legs - Shaver 1x 2.6 ft. Charging cable with USB port 1x AC Adapter 1x Protective
Cover 1x Mesh Bag 1x Small Brush

 



EAN : 0634158805356

ISBN : 8510300

Weight : 0.40 Kg

Volume : 0.00239 m3

(L x l x H) : 19.00 cm x 18.00 cm x 7.00 cm

Box 48  units

Pallet 576  (Units)

Box dimensions 39x56x59
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